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The Scavenger Masters Grimore 
 
The Masters of the Scavenger Lands include Gartheon Nack, Yelkar Truth, and Larmak Fermain. These 
mysterious robed figures meted justice out among the Vistanti and Wastelanders, battling or unleashing 
monsters as they learned to manipulate the horrific energies gushing out of the Ruinous Scar. The greatest 
honor was survival; their magic tends to grow more potent as its wielder continues on unkilled. 
 
This magic is most often learned from strange wandering masters, or from hermits deep in the Scavenger 
Lands, or from scarred mercenary spellcasters who spook the armies they serve. 
 
Lore 
 
The reader can automatically find one useful fact about a location in the Scavenger Lands, or one of its 
famous Scavenger Master wizards, by looking in the book. The reader can also find useful information on 
mutagens, catalyzing mystic radiation into spell effects, and disintegrating matter. 
 
Spell Talents 
 
• Aspect of Stone. Rested. Focus action. Your skin calcifies and hardens. Your magic armor will 

absorb 1 incoming Wound of damage per your level. It will flake off after about 10 minutes. 
 

• Caustic Arrow. Rested. Focus action. Fling magical acid as a range attack. It inflicts 1 Wound a 
round, and it burns for 1 round per your 3 levels. (1-3 1, 4-6 2, 7-9 3). If it hits an armored foe, 1 
Wound will destroy up to 4 points of armor instead of wounding the target. 

 
• Caustic Fog. Rested. Focus action. Half an arena is fogged with hideous yellow acidic fog for 1 

round per your level. Everything that is in that half arena or moves through it takes 1 Wound a round. 
You can focus on a target in the mist (you can feel their location viscerally, things with bodies can’t 
sneak through without you knowing) and intensify the acid on them or an inanimate target, spending 
1 Awesome Point for 1 additional Wound, up to 1 Wound a round per your level. 
 

• Globes of Flame. Rested. Focus action. Gather energies into a globe held in the crook of one arm. 
You gain 1 Wound of energy per your level. You can then throw that energy as a range weapon with 
your free hand, putting as many Wounds into each attack as you want (up to all in one, or multiple 
shots until you run out.) You can move and keep the globe, but if you are wounded it dissipates. You 
can hold the globe for up to a minute. 
 

• Mutation Shield. Rested. Focus action. You are safe from (further) mutation for 24 hours. You can 
cast this on yourself, or others, but you must touch them. 


